Tile Facts
Tiles Unlimited offers a large selection of products from tiles to mosaics. Please click on the sections
below to learn more about our different types of products.

Granite
Your kitchen countertop is a significant area in you kitchen. It is where you do most of your food
preparation so you want to make sure you have the best surfacing material for the least amount of
money. Tiles Unlimited has the kitchen countertop solutions you need so you achieve the look you
want.
While Granite kitchen counters are hailed as the most expensive of all countertop surfaces, Tiles
Unlimited still brings them to you at “direct from the manufacturer pricing.” When you buy Granite
kitchen counters from Tiles Unlimited, you get the expensive kitchen countertop look without the
expensive price tag.
In addition to being beautiful to look at, Granite is extremely heat and scratch resistant as well as
durable. A classic style of kitchen counter, Granite gives your kitchen a look of simplistic elegance
while increasing the value of you home. Since each slob of Granite is unique, tiles Unlimited has the
variety and expertise to help you select the right slab of Granite that will achieve the look you want in
you kitchen

Ceramic
Ceramic tile is a natural product made up of clay, a number of minerals, and water. Glazed ceramic
tile has a ceramic coating applied to the tile body, which gives the tile its color and finish. Glazed
ceramic tile is the natural choice for your interior floors and walls. It is:



Durable - a property installed ceramic tile will outperform and outlast nearly any other floor
covering product created for the same application.



Easy care – Glazed ceramic resists stains, odors, and dirt and can be cleaned up with a
damp mop or sponge or common household cleaners such as Mr.Clean, Top Job or Spic and
span.



Scratch resistant – Grade III and Grade IV glazed ceramic tiles are extremely resistant to

scratching and you never have to worry about a cut or tear like you do with some other types
of floors.



Environmentally friendly – ceramic tile is manufactured using natural materials and does
not retain odors, allergens, or bacteria.



Beautiful and Versatile – modern ceramic manufacture ring technology has created
virtually an unlimited numbers of colors, sizes, styles, shapes and textures that will add rich
beauty and character to any room décor.



Fire Resistant – Ceramic tile doesn’t burn nor emit toxic fumes. A lighted cigarette, when
dropped on the floor, even if allowed to site, will not do any damage to ceramic tile. Even hot
kitchen pan or skillets will not scorch or melt the surface of glazed ceramic tile.



Water Resistant – most glazed ceramic tile has a dense body that permits little or no
accumulation of moisture. The mean spills from common liquids found in a kitchen are not a
big concern.

Marble
For centuries, marble tile has been a symbol of affluence, exuding sophistication and an air of artistry
that make marble tile a classic choice. Marble tile for flooring is renowned for its ornate, refined
beauty. Marble slabs and marble tile has been a common feature in the Greek and Roman spas of the
ancient world, to Renaissance courtyards in Europe, al the way to the Trump Tower in New York City
today. The reputation marble has for opulence has not diminished through the ages! Veined with
rivulets of subtle color on varied background of earthy tones, marble tile flooring and marble slabs
can be a subtle or a bold feature in the modern designer’s vision. For modern kitchens, hallways,
bathrooms, and other areas, the use of marble tile bring some of this unique aesthetic glory to
residential and commercial projects the world over.
Marble tile flooring and marble slabs from Tiles Unlimited are quarried in Italy, Spain, and Turkey, and
are available in a variety of different colors to suit your artistic, and practical, tastes. The difference
you’ll notice with Tiles Unlimited is the price you’ll pay. Our marble flooring tiles are priced much
lower than anywhere else because Tiles Unlimited buys directly from the quarries and delivers to you
at the best possible wholesale prices.

Mosaic
If you are applying your tile by the sheet, simply apply the adhesive to your surface, square up your
sheet and lay the uncovered side on the adhesive.
Once the adhesive has dried, wipe the paper facing down with a damp sponge until it darkens, then
peel the sheet the sheet off in a single piece. Your tiles will be pre-set with 1/16th” grout joints.
If you prefer to apply your tiles individually, simply place the sheet in warm water and in about 2

minutes the tile will be loose.
Our mosaic tiles meet ANSI specifications for use in flooring, walls, pools, interior design and art
applications.

Porcelaine
Porcelain tile is a reliable option for refined beauty in flooring, as well as being durable to high foot
traffic and highly resistant to moisture. Often standing as an alternative to stone tile, porcelain tile
remains in a class by itself; an ornate addition to kitchens and bathrooms in particular. Baked at
higher temperatures in the kiln than most ceramics, resultant porcelain tile is a harder material,
making it a great choice in areas of foot high-traffic. Porcelain tile also remains to be a versatile tile
flooring option, offering the consumer a range of finishes and colors which can complement or
redefine any interior to great effect. Both glazed and unglazed porcelain tile have gained a level of
popularity in residential and commercial applications, adding to an air of subtle sophistication and
level of practicality that is unique to porcelain tile. These elegant tiles are easily maintained, and offer
high performance in many different locations. And Tile Unlimited’s lines of porcelain tile extend even
further benefits – those of affordability!

Slate
Slate is easier to maintain than other natural stone surfaces. Over the years, old world craftsmen
have used slate for high traffic areas and exterior walls.









Does not stain
Non-Slip and Non-Porous
Easy to clean
No sealer required
Slate lasts for hundreds of years, with no maintenance required!
Quality slate for American slate company resists chipping, cracking and abrasion
Fireproof (great protection for rooftops, and walls)

Call (732) 566-3886 today to speak to one of our experienced tile contractors. Located in Matawan
(Monmouth County, NJ) just off Route 34, Tiles Unlimited, helps customers throughout the State of
New Jersey including but not limited to Monmouth County.

